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Deep learning architectures with a huge number of parameters are often compressed
using pruning techniques to ensure computational efficiency of inference during
deployment. Despite multitude of empirical advances, there is no theoretical
understanding of the effectiveness of different pruning methods. We address this
issue by setting up the problem in the statistical mechanics formulation of a teacher-
student framework and deriving generalization error (GE) bounds of specific
pruning methods. This theoretical premise allows comparison between pruning
methods and we use it to investigate compression of neural networks via diversity-
based pruning methods. A recent work showed that Determinantal Point Process
(DPP) based node pruning method is notably superior to competing approaches
when tested on real datasets. Using GE bounds in the aforementioned setup we
provide theoretical guarantees for their empirical observations. Another consistent
finding in literature is that sparse neural networks (edge pruned) generalize better
than dense neural networks (node pruned) for a fixed number of parameters. We use
our theoretical setup to prove that baseline random edge pruning method performs
better than DPP node pruning method. Finally, we draw motivation from our
theoretical results to propose a DPP edge pruning technique for neural networks
which empirically outperforms other competing pruning methods on real datasets.
1 Introduction
Deep neural networks have achieved impressive results in a wide variety of applications such as





















of these networks use millions and sometimes even billions of parameters which makes inference
computationally expensive and memory intensive [7]. To address this, researchers explore pruning
techniques with the primary goal of comparing performance on real datasets without any theoretical
guarantees. In this work, we take a step to bridge the gap between empirical observations from prun-
ing studies and their theoretical justification. We compare the quality of different pruned feedforward
neural networks under the teacher-student framework [10, 32–34] in the thermodynamic limit (input
dimension goes to infinity) using generalization error bounds, a theoretical measure of performance
of machine learning models on unseen test data [37] .
Amongst various pruning techniques, we focus on the class of methods where pruned networks do
not undergo retraining. A fairly recent work in this category [29] empirically investigates a node
pruning technique where a diverse subset of nodes are preserved in a given layer using DPP [20, 27].
In the first part of this paper we provide theoretical guarantees for their empirical observations.
[4] recently reviewed empirical results across various pruning studies to conclude that sparse models
obtained after edge/connection (used interchangeably) pruning outperforms dense ones obtained after
node pruning for a fixed number of parameters. We extend the theoretical setup and compare node
and edge pruning techniques which are within the scope of our investigation, to provide a theoretical
justification of their empirical observation driven claim.
Research advances in neurophysiology have shown the existence of diverse synapses in the brain
and also established that unused synapses are eliminated to conserve energy and ensure efficient
information transmission [5, 30, 31]. Drawing motivation from the brain and our theoretical in-
sights, we extend work by [29] to investigate empirical potentials of pruning that focus on synaptic
(weight/connection/edge) diversity in feedforward neural networks via DPP. We emphasize that DPP
edge pruning technique is complementary to prior network compression techniques and focuses on
theory motivated implementation of ‘diversity based synaptic pruning’.
Our main contributions are: (1) We use GE bounds on the teacher-student framework to compare
different pruning methods, which to the best of our knowledge, is the first theoretical advance in
understanding pruning methods. (2) We prove that DPP node pruning outperforms random and
importance node pruning methods, previously shown by [29] empirically. (3) We also theoretically
show that random edge pruning performs better than DPP node pruning which is consistent with
empirical observations from pruning literature that sparse models outperform dense models [4].
(4) Finally, we propose DPP edge pruning method for feedforward networks which uses synaptic
diversity to remove redundant edges and outperforms competing methods on real data. We also
observe that DPP edge pruning finds a sparse network which performs better than the unpruned dense
network, hence loosely connecting it to the Lottery Ticket Hypothesis [8].
2 Related Work
Broadly, two types of pruning techniques are used to compress neural networks: unstructured pruning
and structured pruning. Seminal studies on unstructured pruning [13, 22] remove unimportant
network weights based on the Hessian of the network’s error function. Among others, alternative
approaches include low rank matrix factorization of the final weight layers [35] or pruning the
unimportant connections below a threshold [12]. Studies under structured pruning regime remove
entire neurons/nodes (used interchangeably henceforth) keeping the networks dense [14, 15, 24].
Though dense networks can benefit from modern hardware, sparse models outperform dense ones for
a fixed number of parameters across domains [11,17,23]. [4] is a recent review which highlights these
observations after investigating 81 studies on pruning techniques. Our work is closely relates to [29],
where a DPP sampling technique is used to select a set of diverse neurons/nodes to be preserved
during pruning. The authors also introduce a reweighting procedure to compensate contributions
of the pruned neurons in the network. Finally, they compare DIVNET (DPP node pruning with
reweighting as in [29]) with random and importance node pruning [14] on real datasets.
Providing theoretical guarantees for neural networks is a known challenge. Pioneering work by
[32–34] analyzes the GE dynamics form the statistical mechanics perspective on teacher-student
framework [9] to understand the performance of neural networks on unseen test data. All our
theoretical analyses throughout this work closely follow [1, 10], who analyzed results for the case
where the student network has more number of hidden nodes than the teacher network.
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Table 1: Notations used in Theorems
Notations Explanations Notations Explanations Notations Explanations
n number of inputs N dimension of the input nl number of nodes in layer l
vli i
th node in layer l (1 ≤ i ≤ nl) alij activation of vli on jth input M number of teacher
hidden nodes






ij weight of e
l
ij K number of student
(1 ≤ i ≤ nl and 1 ≤ j ≤ nl+1) (1 ≤ i ≤ nl and 1 ≤ j ≤ nl+1) hidden nodes
kn number of student hidden nodes ke number of incoming edges of a v∗ second layer weight
kept after node pruning hidden node kept after edge pruning of teacher network
3 Preliminaries
Determinantal Point Process (DPP): DPP [27] is a probability distribution over power set of a
ground set G, here finite. DPP is a special case of negatively associated distributions [16] which
assigns higher probability mass on diverse subsets. Formally, a DPP with a marginal kernel L
(∈ R|G|×|G|) is: P[Y = Y ] = det(LY )det(L+I) , where Y ⊆ G and LY is the principal submatrix defined by
the indices of Y . We use k-DPP to denote the probability distribution over subsets of fixed size k.
DPP node pruning: [29] uses DPP to propose a novel node pruning method for feed forward neural
network. They define information at node i of layer l as ali(= (a
l
















information at node i of layer l before activation. A layer is pruned by choosing a subset of hidden
nodes using a DPP kernel: L (= L′ + I), where, L′st = exp(−β
∥∥als − alt∥∥2) and β is a bandwidth
parameter. The matrix L is of dimension nl × nl, as total number of nodes in layer l is nl. By the
property of DPP, this procedure will keep a diverse subset of nodes for each layer w.r.t. information
obtained from the training data. A reweighting technique (see Section 2.2 of [29]) is then applied
to outgoing edges of retained nodes to compensate for information lost in that layer due to node
removal. Note that DIVNET denotes DPP node pruning with reweighting as in [29].
Online Learning in Teacher-Student Setup [10]: We use a two-layer perceptron which has
N input units, M hidden units and 1 output unit as the teacher network to generate labels for




i ∈ N (0, 1) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}). Let θ∗ = {w∗(∈
RM×N ), v∗ ∈ RM} denote the fixed parameters of the teacher network. The label yt of the input xt












where ζt ∼ N (0, 1) is the output noise, and g is the sigmoid activation function. The input and
teacher generated labels ({(x1, y1), . . .}) are used to train a two-layer student network with N input
units, K hidden units (K ≥M ) and 1 output unit using online SGD learning method. We consider

















where θ = {w,v} denotes the parameter of the student network. [10] showed that GE (f) (expected
















Intuitively, these order parameters measure the similarities between and within the hidden nodes of
teacher and student networks. Our theoretical results assume [10]:
(A1) If x = (x1, . . . , xN ) is an input then xi ∈ N (0, 1). Also, N →∞.
(A2) Both the teacher and the student networks have only one hidden layer.
(A3) K ≥M and K = Z ·M where Z ∈ Z+.
(A4) The activation in the hidden layer is sigmoidal for both teacher and student network.
(A5) The output ∈ R (i.e., regression problem).
(A6) The order parameters (see section 3) satisfy the ansatz as in (S58) - (S60) of [10].
(A7) No noise is added to the labels generated by the teacher network, i.e., σ = 0 in (1).
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Table 2: Different pruning methods and notations for their GE. Here f denotes the pruned student
network. u.a.r. and w.p. stand for uniformly at random and with probability resepectively.
Pruning Method Procedure Retained GE without GE with
Parameters reweighting reweighting
Random Node Keep kn nodes u.a.r. kn hidden nodes Rand Nodekn (f) ˆ
Rand Node
kn (f)




DPP Node see Section 3 kn hidden nodes DPP Nodekn (f) ˆ
DPP Node
kn (f)




for each hidden node per hidden node
4 GE of Pruned Network in Teacher-Student Setup
We compare the performance of student networks pruned using different techniques as in Table 2 by
analyzing their GE (see Figure 1). For node and edge pruning comparison, we choose the parameters








where c ∈ [0, 1] is a constant. It is important to note that since we assume that the number of student
nodes is more than the number of teacher nodes, which means multiple student nodes learn the same
teacher node (see Figure 3 of [10]; also in Figure 1: two student hidden nodes learn one teacher
hidden node, shown in same color). From [10], we know that, in noiseless case (σ = 0 in (1)),
the student network learns the teacher network completely when trained till convergence, i.e., the
GE becomes 0. When we prune the student network, this GE increases, which we then analyze for
different types of pruning under certain assumptions (see Section 3 (A1)-(A7)).
4.1 Comparing Node Pruning Methods
We theoretically show that the increment in GE due to DIVNET is less than that for random and
importance node pruning methods, justifying the empirical findings of [29]. The proof proceeds with
the following steps: (1) Theorem 1 provides a closed form expression of the GE after DPP node
pruning. (2) Theorem 2 shows that: (a) GE of random node pruning is greater than GE of DPP node
pruning (b) GE of random node pruning with reweighting is greater than GE of DIVNET (c) GE of
importance node pruning is greater than GE of DIVNET.
Theorem 1. Assume (A1)−(A7). Let kn ≤M nodes are selected by the DPP Node pruning method,


















Proof Idea of Theorem 1: Proof of the above theorem (details in the appendix C) is based on two
factors: (1) Results from [10] assure that analyzing the order parameters is enough to obtain closed
form of GE. (2) We exploit the observation that the expected kernel of the DPP node pruning is same
as the order parameter Q (see appendix B for proof and Figure 2 E) which, following [10], is a block
diagonal matrix with M blocks. By property of DPP, the pruning method will retain a subset of
student hidden nodes with at most 1 hidden node from each block when kn ≤M (see Figure 2 H).
Remark 1. As the expected DPP kernel is block-diagonal matrix, the stochasticity in subset selection
via DPP does not impact GE when subset size is fixed and it only depends on size of pruned subsets.
Remark 2. Our theorem uses kn ≤ M , however, in practice the kernel may have non-zero off-
diagonal entries when the assumption (A1) about input data is violated. As a result the probability of
sampling a subset of size kn > M may be nonzero.




] ≥ DPP Nodekn (f) and Ef [ˆRand Nodekn (f)] ≥ ˆDPP Nodekn (f) (6)
and, Imp Nodekn (f) ≥ ˆDPP Nodekn (f). (7)
Here the expectation is taken over the the subsets of hidden nodes of size kn chosen u.a.r.
4
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<latexit sha1_base64="YiICsgvMn1qNLPuKA OZZA7l3/QI=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2VXBb0IRS9ehIr2A9qlZNNsG5pklyQ rlKU/wZOgIF79RZ78N6btHrT1wcDjvRlm5oUJZ9p43rdTWFldW98obrpb2zu7e6X9g6aOU0Vog8Q 8Vu0Qa8qZpA3DDKftRFEsQk5b4ehm6reeqNIslo9mnNBA4IFkESPYWOnh7uqsVyp7VW8GtEz8nJQ hR71X+ur2Y5IKKg3hWOuO7yUmyLAyjHA6cSvdVNMEkxEe0I6lEguqg2x26wRVrNJHUaxsSYNmqvt rIsNC67EIbafAZqgXvan4n9dJTXQZZEwmqaGSzBdFKUcmRtPHUZ8pSgwfW4KJYvZYRIZYYWJsPK5 NwV/8eZk0T6u+V/Xvz8u16zyPIhzBMZyADxdQg1uoQwMIDOAZXuHNEc6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4 A/u6NgA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YiICsgvMn1qNLPuKA OZZA7l3/QI=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2VXBb0IRS9ehIr2A9qlZNNsG5pklyQ rlKU/wZOgIF79RZ78N6btHrT1wcDjvRlm5oUJZ9p43rdTWFldW98obrpb2zu7e6X9g6aOU0Vog8Q 8Vu0Qa8qZpA3DDKftRFEsQk5b4ehm6reeqNIslo9mnNBA4IFkESPYWOnh7uqsVyp7VW8GtEz8nJQ hR71X+ur2Y5IKKg3hWOuO7yUmyLAyjHA6cSvdVNMEkxEe0I6lEguqg2x26wRVrNJHUaxsSYNmqvt rIsNC67EIbafAZqgXvan4n9dJTXQZZEwmqaGSzBdFKUcmRtPHUZ8pSgwfW4KJYvZYRIZYYWJsPK5 NwV/8eZk0T6u+V/Xvz8u16zyPIhzBMZyADxdQg1uoQwMIDOAZXuHNEc6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4 A/u6NgA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YiICsgvMn1qNLPuKA OZZA7l3/QI=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2VXBb0IRS9ehIr2A9qlZNNsG5pklyQ rlKU/wZOgIF79RZ78N6btHrT1wcDjvRlm5oUJZ9p43rdTWFldW98obrpb2zu7e6X9g6aOU0Vog8Q 8Vu0Qa8qZpA3DDKftRFEsQk5b4ehm6reeqNIslo9mnNBA4IFkESPYWOnh7uqsVyp7VW8GtEz8nJQ hR71X+ur2Y5IKKg3hWOuO7yUmyLAyjHA6cSvdVNMEkxEe0I6lEguqg2x26wRVrNJHUaxsSYNmqvt rIsNC67EIbafAZqgXvan4n9dJTXQZZEwmqaGSzBdFKUcmRtPHUZ8pSgwfW4KJYvZYRIZYYWJsPK5 NwV/8eZk0T6u+V/Xvz8u16zyPIhzBMZyADxdQg1uoQwMIDOAZXuHNEc6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4 A/u6NgA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YiICsgvMn1qNLPuKA OZZA7l3/QI=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX3X9qnr0EiwFT2VXBb0IRS9ehIr2A9qlZNNsG5pklyQ rlKU/wZOgIF79RZ78N6btHrT1wcDjvRlm5oUJZ9p43rdTWFldW98obrpb2zu7e6X9g6aOU0Vog8Q 8Vu0Qa8qZpA3DDKftRFEsQk5b4ehm6reeqNIslo9mnNBA4IFkESPYWOnh7uqsVyp7VW8GtEz8nJQ hR71X+ur2Y5IKKg3hWOuO7yUmyLAyjHA6cSvdVNMEkxEe0I6lEguqg2x26wRVrNJHUaxsSYNmqvt rIsNC67EIbafAZqgXvan4n9dJTXQZZEwmqaGSzBdFKUcmRtPHUZ8pSgwfW4KJYvZYRIZYYWJsPK5 NwV/8eZk0T6u+V/Xvz8u16zyPIhzBMZyADxdQg1uoQwMIDOAZXuHNEc6L8+58zFsLTj5zCH/gfP4 A/u6NgA==</latexit>
Teacher Network Student Network
w<latexit sha1_base64="wLlZ/OJd3RFqwTnAhbdFbAgTkY4=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2prxpf VZdugqXgqiQi6LLoxmUF+8A2lMl00g6dTMLMjVJC/8KVoCBu/RtX/o2TNgttPTBwOOde5twTJIJrdN1vq7S2vrG5Vd62d3b39g8qh0dtHaeKshaNRay6AdFMcMlayFGwbqIYiQLBOsHkJvc7j0xpHst 7nCbMj8hI8pBTgkZ66EcEx0GYPc0Glapbd+dwVolXkCoUaA4qX/1hTNOISaSCaN3z3AT9jCjkVLCZXeunmiWETsiI9QyVJGLaz+aRZ07NKEMnjJV5Ep25av/ayEik9TQKzGQeUS97ufif10sxvPIzLp MUmaSLj8JUOBg7+f3OkCtGUUwNIVRxE9ahY6IIRdOSbVrwlm9eJe3zuufWvbuLauO66KMMJ3AKZ+DBJTTgFprQAgoSnuEV3iy0Xqx362MxWrKKnWP4A+vzB2S7kUY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wLlZ/OJd3RFqwTnAhbdFbAgTkY4=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2prxpf VZdugqXgqiQi6LLoxmUF+8A2lMl00g6dTMLMjVJC/8KVoCBu/RtX/o2TNgttPTBwOOde5twTJIJrdN1vq7S2vrG5Vd62d3b39g8qh0dtHaeKshaNRay6AdFMcMlayFGwbqIYiQLBOsHkJvc7j0xpHst 7nCbMj8hI8pBTgkZ66EcEx0GYPc0Glapbd+dwVolXkCoUaA4qX/1hTNOISaSCaN3z3AT9jCjkVLCZXeunmiWETsiI9QyVJGLaz+aRZ07NKEMnjJV5Ep25av/ayEik9TQKzGQeUS97ufif10sxvPIzLp MUmaSLj8JUOBg7+f3OkCtGUUwNIVRxE9ahY6IIRdOSbVrwlm9eJe3zuufWvbuLauO66KMMJ3AKZ+DBJTTgFprQAgoSnuEV3iy0Xqx362MxWrKKnWP4A+vzB2S7kUY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wLlZ/OJd3RFqwTnAhbdFbAgTkY4=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2prxpf VZdugqXgqiQi6LLoxmUF+8A2lMl00g6dTMLMjVJC/8KVoCBu/RtX/o2TNgttPTBwOOde5twTJIJrdN1vq7S2vrG5Vd62d3b39g8qh0dtHaeKshaNRay6AdFMcMlayFGwbqIYiQLBOsHkJvc7j0xpHst 7nCbMj8hI8pBTgkZ66EcEx0GYPc0Glapbd+dwVolXkCoUaA4qX/1hTNOISaSCaN3z3AT9jCjkVLCZXeunmiWETsiI9QyVJGLaz+aRZ07NKEMnjJV5Ep25av/ayEik9TQKzGQeUS97ufif10sxvPIzLp MUmaSLj8JUOBg7+f3OkCtGUUwNIVRxE9ahY6IIRdOSbVrwlm9eJe3zuufWvbuLauO66KMMJ3AKZ+DBJTTgFprQAgoSnuEV3iy0Xqx362MxWrKKnWP4A+vzB2S7kUY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="wLlZ/OJd3RFqwTnAhbdFbAgTkY4=">AAAB8nicbVDLSsNAFL2prxpf VZdugqXgqiQi6LLoxmUF+8A2lMl00g6dTMLMjVJC/8KVoCBu/RtX/o2TNgttPTBwOOde5twTJIJrdN1vq7S2vrG5Vd62d3b39g8qh0dtHaeKshaNRay6AdFMcMlayFGwbqIYiQLBOsHkJvc7j0xpHst 7nCbMj8hI8pBTgkZ66EcEx0GYPc0Glapbd+dwVolXkCoUaA4qX/1hTNOISaSCaN3z3AT9jCjkVLCZXeunmiWETsiI9QyVJGLaz+aRZ07NKEMnjJV5Ep25av/ayEik9TQKzGQeUS97ufif10sxvPIzLp MUmaSLj8JUOBg7+f3OkCtGUUwNIVRxE9ahY6IIRdOSbVrwlm9eJe3zuufWvbuLauO66KMMJ3AKZ+DBJTTgFprQAgoSnuEV3iy0Xqx362MxWrKKnWP4A+vzB2S7kUY=</latexit>
v
<latexit sha1_base64="6mphWShipX2EPpVVex0Ho93XoNs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/ qh69LJaCp5KIoMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbgql9Bd4EhTEqz/Jk//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG8/7dgpb2zu7e8V99+Dw6PikdHrW0kmmGDZZIhLVCalGwSU2DTcCO6lCGocC2+H4YeG3J6g0T+S TmaYYxHQoecQZNVZqTPqlslf1liCbxM9JGXLU+6Wv3iBhWYzSMEG17vpeaoIZVYYzgXO30ss0ppSN6RC7lkoaow5my0vnpGKVAYkSZUsaslTdXxMzGms9jUPbGVMz0uveQvzP62YmugtmXKaZQclWi6 JMEJOQxdtkwBUyI6aWUKa4PZawEVWUGRuOa1Pw13/eJK3rqu9V/cZNuXaf51GEC7iEK/DhFmrwCHVoAgOEZ3iFN2fsvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nD0hojSU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6mphWShipX2EPpVVex0Ho93XoNs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/ qh69LJaCp5KIoMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbgql9Bd4EhTEqz/Jk//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG8/7dgpb2zu7e8V99+Dw6PikdHrW0kmmGDZZIhLVCalGwSU2DTcCO6lCGocC2+H4YeG3J6g0T+S TmaYYxHQoecQZNVZqTPqlslf1liCbxM9JGXLU+6Wv3iBhWYzSMEG17vpeaoIZVYYzgXO30ss0ppSN6RC7lkoaow5my0vnpGKVAYkSZUsaslTdXxMzGms9jUPbGVMz0uveQvzP62YmugtmXKaZQclWi6 JMEJOQxdtkwBUyI6aWUKa4PZawEVWUGRuOa1Pw13/eJK3rqu9V/cZNuXaf51GEC7iEK/DhFmrwCHVoAgOEZ3iFN2fsvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nD0hojSU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6mphWShipX2EPpVVex0Ho93XoNs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/ qh69LJaCp5KIoMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbgql9Bd4EhTEqz/Jk//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG8/7dgpb2zu7e8V99+Dw6PikdHrW0kmmGDZZIhLVCalGwSU2DTcCO6lCGocC2+H4YeG3J6g0T+S TmaYYxHQoecQZNVZqTPqlslf1liCbxM9JGXLU+6Wv3iBhWYzSMEG17vpeaoIZVYYzgXO30ss0ppSN6RC7lkoaow5my0vnpGKVAYkSZUsaslTdXxMzGms9jUPbGVMz0uveQvzP62YmugtmXKaZQclWi6 JMEJOQxdtkwBUyI6aWUKa4PZawEVWUGRuOa1Pw13/eJK3rqu9V/cZNuXaf51GEC7iEK/DhFmrwCHVoAgOEZ3iFN2fsvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nD0hojSU=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6mphWShipX2EPpVVex0Ho93XoNs=">AAAB6XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Urxq/ qh69LJaCp5KIoMeiF48t2A9oQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbgql9Bd4EhTEqz/Jk//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG8/7dgpb2zu7e8V99+Dw6PikdHrW0kmmGDZZIhLVCalGwSU2DTcCO6lCGocC2+H4YeG3J6g0T+S TmaYYxHQoecQZNVZqTPqlslf1liCbxM9JGXLU+6Wv3iBhWYzSMEG17vpeaoIZVYYzgXO30ss0ppSN6RC7lkoaow5my0vnpGKVAYkSZUsaslTdXxMzGms9jUPbGVMz0uveQvzP62YmugtmXKaZQclWi6 JMEJOQxdtkwBUyI6aWUKa4PZawEVWUGRuOa1Pw13/eJK3rqu9V/cZNuXaf51GEC7iEK/DhFmrwCHVoAgOEZ3iFN2fsvDjvzseqteDkM+fwB87nD0hojSU=</latexit>
K = 6














































<latexit sha1_base64="gPEHqQEiYLlNkDK8g6D3yXP1qEQ=">AAACKHicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBEthuikzraibStGNIEgF+4C2lEyaaUMzmSHJiG Xo37jyU1wJFaRbv8T0IWjrgcDhnHO5uceLGJXKcSZGam19Y3MrvW3u7O7tH1iHRzUZxgKTKg5ZKBoekoRRTqqKKkYakSAo8Bipe4ObqV9/IkLSkD+qYUTaAepx6lOMlJY61lXLFwgngw6HdgkWcqPkbkrOcyPYQlEkwmf4kyB2qaj9e7vkOtouQSdf7FgZJ+/MAFeJuyAZsEClY41b3RDHAeEKMyRl03Ui1U6QUBQz MjKzrViSCOEB6pGmphwFRLaT2aEjmNVKF/qh0I8rOFPNXxMJCqQcBp5OBkj15bI3Ff/zmrHyL9sJ5VGsCMfzRX7MoArhtDXYpYJgxYaaICyo/izEfaR7UbpbU7fgLt+8SmqFvOvk3YezTPl60UcanIBTYAMXXIAyuAUVUAUYvIA3MAYfxqvxbnwak3k0ZSxmjsEfGF/f0s2iCg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gPEHqQEiYLlNkDK8g6D3yXP1qEQ=">AAACKHicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBEthuikzraibStGNIEgF+4C2lEyaaUMzmSHJiG Xo37jyU1wJFaRbv8T0IWjrgcDhnHO5uceLGJXKcSZGam19Y3MrvW3u7O7tH1iHRzUZxgKTKg5ZKBoekoRRTqqKKkYakSAo8Bipe4ObqV9/IkLSkD+qYUTaAepx6lOMlJY61lXLFwgngw6HdgkWcqPkbkrOcyPYQlEkwmf4kyB2qaj9e7vkOtouQSdf7FgZJ+/MAFeJuyAZsEClY41b3RDHAeEKMyRl03Ui1U6QUBQz MjKzrViSCOEB6pGmphwFRLaT2aEjmNVKF/qh0I8rOFPNXxMJCqQcBp5OBkj15bI3Ff/zmrHyL9sJ5VGsCMfzRX7MoArhtDXYpYJgxYaaICyo/izEfaR7UbpbU7fgLt+8SmqFvOvk3YezTPl60UcanIBTYAMXXIAyuAUVUAUYvIA3MAYfxqvxbnwak3k0ZSxmjsEfGF/f0s2iCg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gPEHqQEiYLlNkDK8g6D3yXP1qEQ=">AAACKHicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBEthuikzraibStGNIEgF+4C2lEyaaUMzmSHJiG Xo37jyU1wJFaRbv8T0IWjrgcDhnHO5uceLGJXKcSZGam19Y3MrvW3u7O7tH1iHRzUZxgKTKg5ZKBoekoRRTqqKKkYakSAo8Bipe4ObqV9/IkLSkD+qYUTaAepx6lOMlJY61lXLFwgngw6HdgkWcqPkbkrOcyPYQlEkwmf4kyB2qaj9e7vkOtouQSdf7FgZJ+/MAFeJuyAZsEClY41b3RDHAeEKMyRl03Ui1U6QUBQz MjKzrViSCOEB6pGmphwFRLaT2aEjmNVKF/qh0I8rOFPNXxMJCqQcBp5OBkj15bI3Ff/zmrHyL9sJ5VGsCMfzRX7MoArhtDXYpYJgxYaaICyo/izEfaR7UbpbU7fgLt+8SmqFvOvk3YezTPl60UcanIBTYAMXXIAyuAUVUAUYvIA3MAYfxqvxbnwak3k0ZSxmjsEfGF/f0s2iCg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gPEHqQEiYLlNkDK8g6D3yXP1qEQ=">AAACKHicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBEthuikzraibStGNIEgF+4C2lEyaaUMzmSHJiG Xo37jyU1wJFaRbv8T0IWjrgcDhnHO5uceLGJXKcSZGam19Y3MrvW3u7O7tH1iHRzUZxgKTKg5ZKBoekoRRTqqKKkYakSAo8Bipe4ObqV9/IkLSkD+qYUTaAepx6lOMlJY61lXLFwgngw6HdgkWcqPkbkrOcyPYQlEkwmf4kyB2qaj9e7vkOtouQSdf7FgZJ+/MAFeJuyAZsEClY41b3RDHAeEKMyRl03Ui1U6QUBQz MjKzrViSCOEB6pGmphwFRLaT2aEjmNVKF/qh0I8rOFPNXxMJCqQcBp5OBkj15bI3Ff/zmrHyL9sJ5VGsCMfzRX7MoArhtDXYpYJgxYaaICyo/izEfaR7UbpbU7fgLt+8SmqFvOvk3YezTPl60UcanIBTYAMXXIAyuAUVUAUYvIA3MAYfxqvxbnwak3k0ZSxmjsEfGF/f0s2iCg==</latexit>
One teacher node 
remain unexplained x
All teacher nodes 
explained but partially

















<latexit sha1_base64="i+TKPFFC+P8Lkjo JCfWj/Kj0TMc=">AAACRXicbZDLatwwFIblNEnTyaXTdtmNyBDIBQY7FNpNICSbblJS6CSB0 djImmOPiGS70nGaifDDddUHyKpP0FWhhdJtq5nMIrcfBD//OUfS+dJKSYth+D2YezK/sPh06V lreWV17Xn7xcsTW9ZGQE+UqjRnKbegZAE9lKjgrDLAdargND0/nNRPL8BYWRafcFzBQPO8kJ kUHH2UtPvjGOkeZbbWidN7URMf0Yt4O9E0Zwoy3GSZ4cJ9mUZMcxylmbtsYmwcs58Nug9Nw4z MR7hFd/w1MtecsitAHmPS7oTdcCr60EQz0yEzHSftazYsRa2hQKG4tf0orHDguEEpFDStDVZb qLg45zn0vS24BjtwUwoN3fDJkGal8adAOk1btyYc19aOdeo7J3vY+7VJ+FitX2P2buBkUdUI hbh5KKsVxZJOkNKhNCBQjb3hwkj/WSpG3GNDD77lKUT3d35oTna7UdiNPr7p7B/MeCyR12Sdb JKIvCX75D05Jj0iyFfyg/wiv4Nvwc/gT/D3pnUumM28IncU/PsPTxmyJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i+TKPFFC+P8Lkjo JCfWj/Kj0TMc=">AAACRXicbZDLatwwFIblNEnTyaXTdtmNyBDIBQY7FNpNICSbblJS6CSB0 djImmOPiGS70nGaifDDddUHyKpP0FWhhdJtq5nMIrcfBD//OUfS+dJKSYth+D2YezK/sPh06V lreWV17Xn7xcsTW9ZGQE+UqjRnKbegZAE9lKjgrDLAdargND0/nNRPL8BYWRafcFzBQPO8kJ kUHH2UtPvjGOkeZbbWidN7URMf0Yt4O9E0Zwoy3GSZ4cJ9mUZMcxylmbtsYmwcs58Nug9Nw4z MR7hFd/w1MtecsitAHmPS7oTdcCr60EQz0yEzHSftazYsRa2hQKG4tf0orHDguEEpFDStDVZb qLg45zn0vS24BjtwUwoN3fDJkGal8adAOk1btyYc19aOdeo7J3vY+7VJ+FitX2P2buBkUdUI hbh5KKsVxZJOkNKhNCBQjb3hwkj/WSpG3GNDD77lKUT3d35oTna7UdiNPr7p7B/MeCyR12Sdb JKIvCX75D05Jj0iyFfyg/wiv4Nvwc/gT/D3pnUumM28IncU/PsPTxmyJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i+TKPFFC+P8Lkjo JCfWj/Kj0TMc=">AAACRXicbZDLatwwFIblNEnTyaXTdtmNyBDIBQY7FNpNICSbblJS6CSB0 djImmOPiGS70nGaifDDddUHyKpP0FWhhdJtq5nMIrcfBD//OUfS+dJKSYth+D2YezK/sPh06V lreWV17Xn7xcsTW9ZGQE+UqjRnKbegZAE9lKjgrDLAdargND0/nNRPL8BYWRafcFzBQPO8kJ kUHH2UtPvjGOkeZbbWidN7URMf0Yt4O9E0Zwoy3GSZ4cJ9mUZMcxylmbtsYmwcs58Nug9Nw4z MR7hFd/w1MtecsitAHmPS7oTdcCr60EQz0yEzHSftazYsRa2hQKG4tf0orHDguEEpFDStDVZb qLg45zn0vS24BjtwUwoN3fDJkGal8adAOk1btyYc19aOdeo7J3vY+7VJ+FitX2P2buBkUdUI hbh5KKsVxZJOkNKhNCBQjb3hwkj/WSpG3GNDD77lKUT3d35oTna7UdiNPr7p7B/MeCyR12Sdb JKIvCX75D05Jj0iyFfyg/wiv4Nvwc/gT/D3pnUumM28IncU/PsPTxmyJg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="i+TKPFFC+P8Lkjo JCfWj/Kj0TMc=">AAACRXicbZDLatwwFIblNEnTyaXTdtmNyBDIBQY7FNpNICSbblJS6CSB0 djImmOPiGS70nGaifDDddUHyKpP0FWhhdJtq5nMIrcfBD//OUfS+dJKSYth+D2YezK/sPh06V lreWV17Xn7xcsTW9ZGQE+UqjRnKbegZAE9lKjgrDLAdargND0/nNRPL8BYWRafcFzBQPO8kJ kUHH2UtPvjGOkeZbbWidN7URMf0Yt4O9E0Zwoy3GSZ4cJ9mUZMcxylmbtsYmwcs58Nug9Nw4z MR7hFd/w1MtecsitAHmPS7oTdcCr60EQz0yEzHSftazYsRa2hQKG4tf0orHDguEEpFDStDVZb qLg45zn0vS24BjtwUwoN3fDJkGal8adAOk1btyYc19aOdeo7J3vY+7VJ+FitX2P2buBkUdUI hbh5KKsVxZJOkNKhNCBQjb3hwkj/WSpG3GNDD77lKUT3d35oTna7UdiNPr7p7B/MeCyR12Sdb JKIvCX75D05Jj0iyFfyg/wiv4Nvwc/gT/D3pnUumM28IncU/PsPTxmyJg==</latexit>
Generates:
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Figure 1: (A) Two layer teacher-student framework: A teacher neural network with 3 hidden nodes
(left) and a student network with 6 hidden nodes (right). Input data (i.i.d) along with its label
generated by teacher network are fed to student network to predict. (B) Intuitive example for 3 types
of pruning on student network. For kn = 2, random node pruning might only be able to explain 1
teacher hidden node, whereas DPP node pruning will always retain (partial) information about 2
teacher hidden nodes, hence preforms better. Random edge pruning retains sparse information about
all 3 teacher nodes which is enough to outperform DPP node pruning. All notations follow Table 1.
Remark 3. Reweighting for DPP/random node pruning follow procedure in Section 2.2 of [29].
Proof Idea of Theorem 2: In random and importance node pruning, two student nodes which learn
the same teacher node may both survive after pruning with non-zero probability, unlike DPP node
pruning (Figure 1 (B)). Hence, more teacher nodes may remain unexplained by the student network
after random or importance node pruning, resulting in increased GE (details in appendix C).
Together, Theorem 1 and 2 gives theoretical guarantees for all empirical results of [29]. Importance
node pruning with reweighting may be better than DIVNET and was not explored in [29].
4.2 Comparing Node and Edge Pruning Methods
In random edge pruning method, for each student hidden node, an incoming edge is kept with
probability c = lim
N→∞
ke
N . Majority of empirical studies throughout literature use random edge or node
pruning as a baseline for empirical comparison (see papers in [4]) making it an obvious candidate
for our theoretical comparisons as well. It has been shown empirically by [29] and theoretically by
us that DPP node pruning is an above baseline node pruning method. In this section we show that
baseline random edge pruning outperforms DPP node pruning which is consistent with the empirical
observations that sparse models outperform dense models (section 3.2 of [4]). Specifically, here we
show that GE after random edge pruning is less than GE after DPP node pruning. Our proof proceeds
as follows: (1) Theorem 3 gives a closed form expression for the GE after random edge pruning (2)
Theorem 4 then shows that GE of random edge pruning is less than GE of DPP node pruning.




N = c (here c is a constant between 0 and 1). Then the GE 
Rand Edge
























Remark 4. Theorem 3 gives closed form for “GE of the expected network" after pruning instead of
the “expected GE of the network" after pruning. However, in the thermodynamic limit (N → ∞),
the order parameters as in Section 3 are highly concentrated near their expected values and the two
quantities hence become equal.
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Theorem 4. Assume (A1)− (A7). Let kn and c satisfy (4), and 0 ≤ c ≤ 1Z and Z ≥ 4. Then
DPP Nodekn (f) ≥ Rand Edgec (E [f ]) . (9)
Proof Idea of Theorem 4: When kn ≤M , node pruned student network leaves at least (M − kn)
teacher nodes unexplained, whereas after random edge pruning, student network can retain at least
partial information about every teacher node (see Figure 1 (B)). After a pruning routine, the sum of
partial information about all teacher nodes in an edge pruned student network dominates the sum of
information for the explained subset of teacher nodes in a node pruned student network.
Observations: From Theorem 2 and 4, we conclude that random edge pruning outperforms random
node pruning. Further, using Theorem 2 and the intuition that importance edge pruning is better than
random edge pruning, we expect that importance edge pruning will outperform importance node
pruning. Figure 2 confirms this empirically in the teacher student setup. These observations leads to
the conjecture that for a fixed pruning method, edge pruning outperforms node pruning.
Conjecture 1. Assume (A1)− (A7). Let kn and c satisfy (4) and Prune denotes a fixed pruning
method (e.g. Rand, Imp, DPP etc.) which can be applied to both node and edge. Then, ∃c ∈ (0, 1]
such that for 0 ≤ c ≤ c, Prune Nodekn (f) ≥ Prune Edgec (f) . (10)
Together, Theorem 3, 4 and Conjecture 1 are consistent with empirical observations of [4]: sparse
networks after edge pruning perform better on the unseen test data than dense networks after node
pruning with fixed number of parameters. To the best of our knowledge, [4] based their claims from
empirical observations of pruning studies in which the pruned networks were not reweighted. This
motivated our choice of comparing GE for DPP node pruning and random edge pruning without any
reweighting. However, with reweighting from [29], GE of DPP node pruning will be less than GE of
random edge pruning, highlighting the impact of reweighting proposed by [29] (proof and details
in appendix C). We find that GE analysis on teacher-student setup is not only flexible for various
pruning methods but also produces results that are consistent with empirical observations on real data
(Section 6.2). This framework can be extended to theoretically understand other pruning methods
which are outside the scope of this work. Yet, in its current form, it can only be used to compare
pruning methods where networks are not retrained after pruning.
5 Edge Pruning using Determinantal Point Process
We theoretically showed (1) random edge pruning is better than DPP node pruning (2) DPP node
pruning beats random and importance node pruning. Together this motivated the idea of DPP edge
pruning which models diversities on synaptic levels instead of neuronal levels.
5.1 DPP Kernel for Edge Pruning
We follow [29] to compute the amount of information captured by an edge about the training data.











where wl−1ij is the weight of the edge from i
th node of layer l − 1 to jth node of layer l. Hence the
information carried from layer l − 1 to node vlj of layer l through the edge el−1ij is wl−1ij al−1i . We
choose a subset of incoming edges for node vlj such that it preserves diverse information about the
input. The DPP kernel Lj for the set of incoming edges of vlj is defined as,
Lj = L′(j) + I, (11)
whereL′(j)st = exp(−β
∥∥wl−1sj al−1s − wl−1tj al−1t ∥∥2). Here β is a hyperparameter and  denotes small
perturbations to the diagonal of the kernel matrix making it strictly positive definite (as in [29]).
5.2 Retrieving Pruned Information by Reweighting
We lose information passed from one layer to the next by removing a subset of edges between them
after pruning. To maximize the total amount of information preserved, we reweight the surviving



























Figure 2: Simulation results in teacher student setup, M = 2 and K = 6 for (A-H). (A-C) Edge
pruned networks perform better than node pruned networks in all 3 types of pruning methods (random
(A), importance (B) and DPP (C)), validating Conjecture 1. (D) DPP Node pruning performs better
than importance and random node pruning (Theorem 2) (E) The kernel of DPP node pruning is same
as Q (F) The kernel of DPP edge pruning is a diagonal matrix. (G) Order parameters, Q (same as
(E)) and R of the unpruned student network. (H) When only keeping 2 nodes, DPP node pruned
student network keeps one from each block shown in (E). (I) Baseline random edge pruning beats
DPP node pruning (Theorem 4). For (I), M = 5 and K = 20.




ij to be the new weight of the edges after reweighting. Hence to




























This can be rewritten as a linear regression problem i.e.,minx
∥∥y −Al−1 · xj∥∥2, where sth column of
Al−1 is al−1is , x






i . The closed form solution of this





In node pruning, if a node is deleted from layer l, edges from l − 1 to l and l to l + 1 are deleted,
affecting both incoming and outgoing information from layer l. Therefore, the focus is to minimize
loss in outgoing information from layer l to l + 1 as is ensured by reweighting of [29]. In edge
pruning, edges between layer l−1 to l get deleted which we try to compensate in our new reweighting
scheme by minimizing incoming information loss.
While DPP node pruning requires only one kernel per layer [29], DPP edge pruning will have nl DPP
kernels for lth layer. However, DPP kernels require one-time computation and are not recomputed
to predict labels for unseen data. Our method falls under fast compression techniques that do not
undergo retraining and outperforms competing methods in the same category on real data (Section
6.2). While DPP edge pruning is complementary to prior work, its novelty lies in its theory motivated
definition. We consolidate the understanding of previous empirical findings and implications of
observations in the brain from a theoretical perspective to propose a new pruning method. Note that
while DPP edge pruning with reweighting inherits all benefits of DIVNET discussed in Section 3.3
and 4 of [29], it performs better than the latter on real data (Section 6.2). Few important properties
inherited by DPP edge kernels due to similar definitions to DIVNET are: (1) The DPP kernel
and the reweighting coefficients can also be learned from subsampled training data which causes a
trade-off between performance, space complexity, and time complexity. (2) DPP edge pruning with
reweighting can be incorporated into other methods of network compression to increase diversity.
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Figure 3: (A-B) Comparing DPP Edge pruning with other pruning methods on the MNIST (A) and
CIFAR10 (B) dataset. Horizontal axis represents the percentage of remaining parameters in 1st layer
after pruning. The vertical axis shows corresponding test error. DPP Edge pruning outperforms all
other pruning methods considered. It also produces lower test error than the unpruned network for
certain % (at 90% for MNIST and 70-90% for CIFAR10) without any retraining.
6 Experiments
6.1 Simulations
We run the DPP edge/node, random edge/node, and importance edge/node pruning simulations under
the teacher-student setup. For all the simulations, we sampled the 800000 i.i.d input samples from
N (0, 1) as training data and 80000 as testing data. Following notations from Table 1, we set M = 2,
K = 6, N = 500, and v∗ = 4. The first layer teacher network weights w∗ and all the student
network parameters θ = {w,v} were drawn independently fromN (0, 1) as initialization. We choose
learning rate η = 0.50, and it is scaled to η√
N
for w and ηN for v. We run the simulations for both
noiseless (σ = 0 in (1)) and noisy (σ = 0.25) output labels. For comparisons between node and edge
pruning, we use the node-to-edge ratio [1 : 83, 2 : 166, 3 : 250, 4 : 333, 5 : 417, 6 : 500] to keep
the number of parameters the same, given N = 500, K = 6, and M = 2. In addition, we run the
same simulation with K = 5 and M = 20, see Figure 2I. For other simulation details and results,
see E. Note that no pruning method undergoes reweighting for reported simulation results which we
therefore use to verify and validate our theoretical results without reweighting.
Key Observations: (1) The expected kernel of the DPP node pruning and the Q matrix are the same
which we exploit for Theorem 1. (2) For kn = 2 and M = 2, DPP node pruning chooses exactly one
node from each of the diagonal block of the kernel (see Figure 2H) which validates Theorem 1. (3)
DPP node pruning outperforms random and importance node in both noisy and noiseless case (see
Figure 2D) which confirms Theorem 2. (4) Random edge pruning is better than DPP node pruning
for c ≤ 1Z with Z = 4 and M = 5 in both noisy and noiseless cases (see Figure 2I), validating
Theorem 4. (5) DPP edge pruning outperforms all the other pruning methods considered for both
noisy and noiseless cases. (6) In DPP edge pruning method, a subset of incoming edges (of size
ke) is chosen using the DPP kernel. The expected kernel of DPP edge pruning method is a diagonal
matrix with corresponding edge weights as the diagonal entries due assumption (A1) about input data
(see appendix B for proof). This defines an independent distribution on the set of incoming edges
of a hidden node (see Figure 2F). Therefore, the DPP distribution selects an incoming edge with
probability proportional to its weights, hence, edges with higher weights have higher probability to
survive in this pruning. (7) In DPP edge pruning, important and diverse edges with higher weights
have higher probability to survive than under other edge pruning methods. As a result the GE is lower
for DPP edge pruning and even goes below GE for the unpruned network (see Figure 2C). (8) We see
Conjecture 1 holds for random, importance, and DPP edge and node pruning (see Figure 2A,B,C).
6.2 Experiment on Real Data
In this section, we compare our proposed DPP edge pruning with reweighting, DIVNET by [29],
random edge pruning with reweighting, and importance edge/node pruning with reweighting on the
MNIST [21] and CIFAR10 [18] datasets. We used the exact same network architectures as in Table
1 of [29] for MNIST and CIFAR10, respectively. Following [29], we performed all pruning methods
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on the first layer. We compare the number of parameters as ke =
kn(dinput+h2)
h1
− h2 where ke is the
number of edges kept for each node in edge pruning, and kn is the number of nodes kept in the hidden
layer for node pruning; dinput, h1, and h2 represent the dimension of the input, size of the first hidden
layer, and size of the second hidden layer, respectively. As in [29], h1 = h2. We trained our model
until the training error reaches predefined thresholds (Table 1 in [29]) and then perform the pruning.
All edge pruning methods use our reweighting scheme in 5.2 while all node pruning methods use
reweighting from [29]. For hyperparameters and other details, see F.
Key observations: We compare the test errors for the pruned networks with respective reweighting
schemes for both datasets as in Figure 3. We observe that (1) DPP edge pruned network significantly
outperforms all other pruning methods, including DIVNET (consistent with Conjecture 1). (2)
Interestingly, we find that importance node pruning with reweighting performs better than DIVNET,
which was not explored in [29]. (3) Furthermore, unlike other pruning methods, our sparse DPP edge
pruned network generalizes better than the unpruned dense network for both the datasets (consitent
with the teacher student framework, see Figure 2C). In literature, such sparse sub-networks of a dense
network with better generalization ability is achieved via iterative pruning method [28], which is
time consuming. However, our approach gives rise to such sparse network without reinitializing and
retraining but only reweighting (therefore, loosely connecting to Lottery Ticket Hypothesis [8] but
not exactly) adding to the novelty of our approach.
7 Conclusion
Our work is the first to develop theoretical understanding of empirical studies of pruning methods in
feed forward neural networks. Based on our theoretical results, we proposed DPP edge pruning which
outperforms comparable pruning methods on real data. Our work consolidates the understanding
of diversity-based node and edge pruning both theoretically and empirically. When comparing two
neural networks, using the number of parameters may not always be the optimal choice, instead,
measuring the capacity and expressiveness of neural networks [2] can provide new insights. Finally,
our theoretical and empirical observations can motivate informed and insightful use of pruning
methods(especially DPP based), on large networks like CNNs and RNNs in future work.
8 Broader Impact
This is the first theoretical work on understanding pruning methods that can open an avenue of
more theoretical explorations in pruning. This work will encourage theoretically motivated use of
pruning methods on large networks with the understanding of what inherent purpose is served by any
specific pruning technique. It can lead the field to make informed use of pruning methods compared
to ad-hock use and understand root causes of previous empirical observations or implications of
biologically motivated applications. Insights from theoretical development can also be used to design
customized pruning based on network architecture, data distribution etc. Our work re-establishes
the usefulness and universal nature of teacher student framework thereby encouraging its use for
theoretical explorations in other domains.
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A GE in Two Layer Network
For the theoretical analysis we consider the following assumptions from [10]
(A1) If x = (x1, . . . , xN ) is an input then xi ∈ N (0, 1). Also, N →∞.
(A2) Both the teacher and the student networks have only one hidden layer.
(A3) M,K denotes the number of hidden nodes for the teacher and student network respectively
and K ≥M and K = Z ·M where Z ∈ Z+.
(A4) The activation in the hidden layer is sigmoidal for both teacher and student network.
(A5) The output ∈ R (i.e., regression problem).
(A6) The order parameters (see section 3) satisfy the ansatz as in (S58) - (S60) of [10].
(A7) No noise is added to the labels generated by the teacher network, i.e., σ = 0 in (1).
With the above assumptions, authors of [10] gave a closed form of the GE as follows:







































where Q,R, T are the order parameters as defined in section 3.
B Properties of DPP Kernel
In section 3 we see that each node in the hidden layer of a student network carries certain amount
of information about the training data and it is captured in a vector form. We create an information
matrix by accumulating the information vectors of these hidden nodes. For simplicity of theoretical
analysis, we have considered the kernel as the inner product of the information matrix. In the
thermodynamic limit, the inner product is divided by the input dimension. Formally, if hi and hj are







where n is the total number of training examples. It can be seen that the analysis for the kernel
defined in Section 3 and 5.1 are similar. Note that all analyses are for the student network trying learn
from the teacher network. Refer to Table 1 for details of notations.
Lemma 1. Assume (A1) - (A7). Then the expected kernel of DPP Node for the hidden layer is the
order parameter Q.
Proof of Lemma 1. For the two-layer teacher-student setup, the hidden layer gets information
(h1, . . . ,hK) from the input layer, where hi = (hi1, . . . , hin) and hij(= tTj wi) is the informa-







tTkwi · tTkwj =
n∑
k=1


















i wj = Qij , and we have the lemma.
From [10] we know that Q is a block diagonal matrix where each “block" (or “group" used inter-
changeably henceforth) refers to the set of student hidden nodes that represent (explian/learn) one
particular teacher hidden node.
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is if i = j
0 otherwise
Proof of Lemma 2. For the sth hidden node, we choose a subset of incoming edges w.r.t. a DPP. The
representation for the jth incoming edge is usj = (u
s





























is if i = j
0 otherwise
And we have the lemma.
This lemma basically states that the DPP edge method under the teacher student setup has a diagonal
kernel.
C Proof of the Theorems
Proof of Theorem 1 and 2. Let HR =
{
hi1 , . . . , hikn
}
be the set of selected nodes by DPP Node
pruning method. Recall from [10] that every student hidden node specializes in learning a teacher
node. Denote t(h) to be the teacher node learnt by h. Sm ⊆ HR be the set of selected hidden nodes
of the pruned network which learnt the mth teacher node , i.e., Sm = {h ∈ HR|t(h) = tm} (tm
is the mth teacher node). Hence, prn = |{1(|Sm| > 0)|1 ≤ m ≤ M}| is the number of teacher
nodes explained by the pruned network and W.L.O.G. we can assume that t1, . . . , tprn are those set
of teacher nodes. Let l1, . . . , lprn be the number of student nodes in the pruned network which learn
the corresponding teacher node. Note that,
∑prn
i=1 li = kn and li ≤ Z (where Z is the number of
student nodes dedicated to learn a single teacher node in the unpruned network) for all i. Applying














The first part of (16) is the GE for the group whose corresponding teacher node is partially explained
and the second part accounts for the GE due to unexplained teacher nodes (number of such teacher
nodes are M − prn). From Lemma 1 we know that the expected kernel matrix for DPP Node pruning
is the order parameter Q and it becomes a block diagonal matrix after the training converges, where
size of each block is Z (which is also the number of student nodes dedicated to learn a single teacher
node in the unpruned network). Because of the block diagonal property of the DPP kernel matrix, at
most 1 student hidden node will be chosen from each block, i.e., li = 1 ∀i. Hence, prn = kn. From
Lemma 3 we can see that the GE of node pruned network only depends on the number of student
node survived in each block after pruning, and, for DPP node pruning, it is always 1 (given kn ≤M ).
This is why there is no expectation in the GE term. So for DPP node pruning the GE is,














Each of the kn student nodes in the pruned network learns a different teacher node. Consider one
such teacher node and call it ti. In the unpruned network, there are Z student hidden nodes which
learn a single teacher node ti, only one of which survives after DPP node pruning. The first part of
the error is due to the removal of student nodes (Z − 1 student nodes for each ti). However, these
errors can be retrieved by reweighting the survived student node. On the contrary, there are M − kn
teacher nodes which don’t have any representative (some student hidden node from the set of student
nodes which specialized in this particular teacher node) in the pruned network. And the error (second
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part of the GE) due to those nodes can not be retrieved even after reweighting. Hence, the GE after
reweighting becomes,
(M − kn)× (v
∗)2
6
Thus, we have the Theorem 1.
Next, we will prove Theorem 2. We will show, for any network pruned by Random Node, the GE is
more than the expected GE of DPP Node pruning. Recall the randomly pruned network f discussed
in the beginning of the proof. From Lemma 3 we can see that for node pruning the GE only depends
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which proves the first part of Theorem 2. The proof for the reweighted network is similar.
In case of importance node pruning, the nodes with lowest absolute value of outgoing edges are
dropped. Following [10] the outgoing weights of all the hidden teacher nodes are equal (we call it
v∗). Also, from Lemma 4 we see that the sum of the weights of the outgoing edges of the student
nodes which learn the same teacher node add up to the outgoing edge weight of the corresponding
teacher hidden node. Moreover, we assume the ansatz vi = vj when i, j ∈ Gn, where Gn denotes
the set of student nodes which learn the same teacher node tn. Hence, we can see that all the outgoing
edges are approximately similar. We also verify this fact experimentally. Therefore, this defines an
approximately uniform distribution on the set of hidden nodes. Hence, this is almost same as random
node pruning and so the result follows from Theorem 2.
Remark 5. The comparison between performance of importance node pruning and DIVNET depends
on the fact that all the outgoing edges of the teacher hidden nodes are equal. However, when the
outgoing weights are not equal the importance pruning first selects student hidden nodes from a group
whose corresponding teacher node has the highest weight. Once all the student nodes are selected
from that group then it selects the group whose corresponding teacher node has second highest
outgoing edge weight and the process continues. Because of this approach, even without reweighting
a complete information about the teacher node is preserved in the pruned network. However, in DPP
node pruning one candidate from each group (representing a particular teacher node) is selected
first. But if a member is selected from a group then the reweighting method can recover the complete
lost information for the corresponding group. Hence, DIVNET is able to preserve information about
more number of teacher hidden nodes than importance pruning which results in better performance.
Proof of Theorem 3. In this theorem, we will give the GE of the expected network pruned by the
Random Edge method. Pruning is performed on the edges between input layer and the hidden layer.
Hence, the order parameter changes. From Lemma 5, we have the order parameters of the expected
network (call these Q′, R′, T ′). However, the weights of the second layer remain unchanged. Putting
14
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Figure 4: (A) Difference between the GE of DPP node pruning and Random edge pruning for
4 ≥ Z ≥ 30. The matrix consist of only nonzero entries which proves that random edge pruning
performs better than DPP node pruning when parameter count is same. (B) Difference between
the GE of DPP node pruning with reweighting and Random edge pruning with reweighting for
4 ≥ Z ≥ 30. The matrix consist of only negative entries which proves that random edge pruning can
never perform better than DPP node pruning when reweighting is applied in the second layer.











































































This proves the first part of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 4. Theorem 1 and 3 provide the closed form of the GE after DPP node pruning and
random node pruning respectively. Using this closed form we plot DPP Nodekn (f)− Rand edgec (f) in
Figure 4 A. Here kn and c satisfy (4), i.e., parameter count is same after two kinds of pruning. We
can see for Z ≥ 4 this value is ≥ 0 given 0 ≤ c ≤ 1.0/Z, which proves the theorem.
Remark 6. Our results hold for Z ≥ 4, where Z is the number of student nodes which learn the
same teacher node. This is because in DPP node pruning at most 1 student node survives per group.





Next we state the impossibility result as discussed in Section 4. We will show that, no reweighting
scheme in the second layer for random edge pruning which is based on scaling can beat DPP node
pruning after reweighting. Formally we have the following:
Theorem 5. Assume (A1)− (A7). Let kn and c satisfy (4), and 0 ≤ c ≤ 1Z and Z ≥ 4. Assume the
reweighting scheme for random edge in second layer such that, vˆi = Avi. Then ∀A ∈ R we have,
ˆDPP Nodekn (f) ≤ ˆRand Edgec (E [f ]) (20)
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where c satisfies (4). Now for the given reweighting scheme in the hypothesis the GE for random



























(22) can be viewed as a quadratic equation of A whose minimum correspond to the best reweighting
scheme in the scaling family. In Figure 4 B we compare this minimum with (21). Formally we plotted
ˆDPP Nodekn (f)− ˆRand Edgec (E [f ]) . It can be seen that this value is −ve for all 0 ≤ c ≤ 1Z , which
implies GE of reweighted DPP node pruned network is always lower than reweighted random edge
pruned network.
D Proof of Lemmas
Lemma 3. Assume (A1)-(A7). Let t1, . . . , tM denote the teacher hidden nodes and l1, . . . , lM denote
the number of student hidden nodes in a node pruned network which learnt the corresponding teacher
node. If
∑M











Proof. Let G1, . . . , GM be the subsets of student nodes such that all student nodes in Gm learn the
mth teacher node. From the assumption we have, |Gm| = Z for all m. After pruning, a subset
Pm ⊆ Gm is chosen, and |Pm| = lm. Denote the order parameters of the pruned network as
Q′, R′, T ′. For node pruning we can see that
Q′ik =
{
Qik if ∃m s.t. hi ∈ Pm and hk ∈ Pm
0 otherwise
Also, for the unpruned network we have
Qik =
{
1 if ∃m s.t. hi ∈ Gm and hk ∈ Gm
0 otherwise





































































We can also see that (24) follows from Lemma 4 and the ansatz vi = vj when i, j ∈ Gn. The order




































































Hence we have the lemma.
Intuitively, this lemma states that for teacher hidden node tn if ln student hidden nodes survive after
node pruning, then the fraction of information lost due to the deletion of nodes is 1− lnZ , where Z is
the number of student nodes learn a particular teacher node in the unpruned network.
Lemma 4. Let v∗ denotes the weight of the second layer of the teacher network and {v1, · · · , vK}























Hence, a fixed point (in terms of vi’s) of the ODE is,




∗,∀1 ≤ n ≤M)}
Intuitively, this lemma states that the sum of the outgoing edges of the student hidden nodes which
learn a particular teacher hidden node is approximately equal to the weight of the outgoing edge of
that teacher hidden node.
Lemma 5. Let Q,R, T are the order parameters of the unpruned network, and Q′, R′, T ′ are the
respective order parameters after applying the Random Edge pruning where c fraction of the edges





cQik if i = k
c2Qik otherwise
• E[R′st] = cRst
• T ′mn = Tmn

























c · wisw∗it = cRst
The teacher node is not affected by the pruning. So T is not modified by the pruning process. This
proves the lemma.
Intuitively, this lemma states that the order parameters of the pruned network using random edge
pruning is a scaled version of the order parameters of the unpruned networks. However, the scaling
of diagonal elements are different from that of off-diagonal elements (for more see Figure 6 A).
E Simulation Details
In total, 10 rounds of simulations are run for each of the 6 pruning methods in Section 6.1, and we
report the average and standard deviations (as error bars). The standard deviations are negligible
(in the magnitude of 10−3). A round is the entire process of generating a new teacher network with
datasets, training the student from scratch, performing pruning and finally testing with the pruned
network. For DPP and random methods, we sampled 100 masks per round and reported the average
performance in each round. Given M = 2 and K = 6, we tried pruning with [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] nodes
(and the equivalent number of edges) left in the student, respectively. We keep the total number of
weights same to compare different pruning methods. The node-to-edge ratio, given N = 500, K = 6,
and M = 2, is [1 : 83, 2 : 166, 3 : 250, 4 : 333, 5 : 417]. This is calculated, for the teacher-student
setup (single output node) specifically, as ke =
kn(1+N)−K
K . We grid-searched η in the range of
[0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7] and found 0.50 to be the optimal. We used β = 0.3 for all DPP node
and edge kernel calculations in all simulations.
F Hyperparameters for Real Datasets
Besides the hyperparameters and setup we proposed in Section 6.1 on the synthetic dataset, we report
the hyperparameters used for the results on the MNIST and CIFAR10. As stated in Section 6.2, we
used that exact same experiment setup (network architectures, error thresholds, etc.) as in [29] for
fair and consistent comparisons. We used SGD optimizers, a learning rate of 0.001, and a momentum
of 0.9 for traning on both datasets. For MNIST, the training batch size was 1000. For CIFAR10, the
training batch size was 128. All pruning methods were performed 10 times, and we report the means
and standard deviations in Figure 3 (with reweighting) and Figure 7 (without reweighting).
The node-to-edge ratio for pruning, which keeps the number of parameters in the pruned network
the same, is [397 : 614, 472 : 921, 548 : 1228, 623 : 1536, 699 : 1843, 774 : 2150, 849 : 2457, 925 :
2764] for CIFAR10 and [256 : 156, 287 : 235, 317 : 313, 348 : 392, 378 : 470, 409 : 548, 439 :
627, 470 : 705] for MNIST, given the network architecture in Table 1 of [29]. These ratios correspond
to 20% to 90% of the edges left for each node, as shown on the x-axis of Figure 3 and Figure 7.
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Table 3: The mean square GE on synthetic data for all pruning methods. The left-most row indicates
the percentage of parameters left in the network. For specific node-to-edge ratio, see 4. The upper
table shows the noiseless case, and the lower shows the noisy case (σ = 0.25). We also observed the
implicit regularization effects of pruning proposed by [29], where DPP Edge in the noisy case with
83% of the parameters outperforms the original unpruned loss.
% OF PARAMETERS DPP EDGE DPP NODE RAND. EDGE RAND. NODE IMP. EDGE IMP. NODE
17.0% 2.302± 0.007 3.737± 0.009 3.451± 0.011 3.978 ± 0.016 1.911 3.760
33.0% 1.131± 0.005 2.310± 0.012 2.300± 0.015 2.800 ± 0.035 0.814 2.719
50.0% 0.491± 0.004 1.438± 0.015 1.402± 0.006 1.748 ± 0.036 0.311 1.540
67.0% 0.240± 0.001 0.740± 0.017 0.730± 0.006 1.046 ± 0.018 0.110 0.721
83.0% 0.071± 0.000 0.258± 0.008 0.204± 0.005 0.540 ± 0.010 0.040 0.360
ORIGINAL TEST LOSS: 0.051 (NOISELESS)
17.0% 2.398± 0.004 4.000± 0.005 3.769± 0.012 4.188 ± 0.001 1.963 4.167
33.0% 1.213± 0.007 2.622± 0.015 2.558± 0.011 3.041 ± 0.024 0.905 2.910
50.0% 0.608± 0.002 1.633± 0.002 1.675± 0.010 2.023 ± 0.035 0.450 2.031
67.0% 0.300± 0.001 0.890± 0.018 1.007± 0.007 1.269 ± 0.022 0.271 1.144
83.0% 0.159± 0.001 0.394± 0.001 0.490± 0.003 0.643 ± 0.002 0.253 0.659
ORIGINAL TEST LOSS: 0.241 (σ = 0.25)
These node-to-edge ratios are calculated based on the conversion equation in Section 6.2. We used
β = 10/|T | where |T | is the size of the training dataset for all DPP node and edge kernel calculations
on real data, following the choice of [29].
G Tables and Figures
Table 3 shows the experimental results on the synthetic data with the setup discussed in Section 6.1.
For all the node-to-edge ratios in (4), given K = 6 and M = 2, we calculated the mean square GEs
for both the noiseless and noisy case (σ = 0.25). We sampled 100 masks per simulation, and there
are in total 10 rounds of simulations. As mentioned in Section 6.1, DPP methods are stable, and the
standard deviations are in the magnitude of 10−3 for all ratios.
We observe that, DPP edge pruning in the noisy case with 83% of the parameters outperforms the
original unpruned loss in simulations (Table 3). Similar behaviour for DPP edge pruning is also
observed for real data (see Figure 6.2) when reweighting is applied. We relate this loosely to the
lottery ticket hypothesis. However, we clearly acknowledge the fact that our pruned model is not
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Figure 5: Order parameters after different node pruning methods in the teacher student setup. For
this example, number of student hidden nodes M = 2 and number of teacher hidden nodes K = 6.
From [29] we know that the first 3 student nodes (call 1st group) learn one teacher node, and the next
3 (call 2nd group) learn the second teacher node. Recall that kn is the number of student hidden nodes
survived after node pruning. In this figure each row represents a particular node pruning method and
each column (Q, R) shows results for different choices of kn (left to right goes from most pruned to
unpruned network). (A) In case of random node pruning when kn = 2, two student node survives
from the 2nd group after pruning. As a result, information about the 1st teacher node is completely
lost in the pruned network. (B) Importance pruning keeps a student hidden node depending on its
outgoing edge weights. The outgoing edge weights of each group is almost equally distributed among
themselves, and they sum up to the second layer weight of corresponding teacher node (see Lemma
4). As all the group size is equal (3 for this example), importance node pruning first selects node
from the group whose corresponding second layer teacher weight is highest. In our example, it is
the second group and hence for kn = 1, 2, 3, it selects node from the second group. Once a group
is exhausted, it then selects from another group according to the aforementioned policy and so on.
(C) For DPP node pruning when kn = 2, two student hidden nodes are chosen from different groups
which preserve information about both the teacher nodes. It can also be shown that, in case of node
pruning, if at least one representative from a group survives after pruning, then the reweighting can
recover the complete information about that block. Hence, in teacher student framework DPP node
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Figure 6: Order parameters after different edge pruning methods in the teacher student setup.
For this example, number of student hidden nodes M = 2 and number of teacher hidden nodes
K = 6. From [29] we know that the first 3 student nodes (call 1st group) learn one teacher node,
and the next 3 (call 2nd group) learn the second teacher node. Recall that ke is the number of
incoming edges for each student hidden nodes survived after edge pruning. In this figure each row
represents a particular edge pruning method and each column (Q, R) shows results for different
choices of ke (left to right goes from most pruned to unpruned network). (A) In case of random edge
pruning, the expected order parameters have the form described in Lemma 5. (B) and (C) Order
parameters for importance and DPP edge pruning. For importance edge pruning, the edges with
lowest absolute values are removed. As the input dimension goes to infinity, the order parameters
of the pruned network are close to that of the unpruned network (ke = 500). In case of the DPP
edge pruning, the edges are chosen independently w.p. proportional to the absolute value of their
weights. However, due to randomness, the order parameters of DPP edge pruning are not that








defined similarly. Our simulations show that,
∥∥∥Qunpruned −Qimpke ∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥Qunpruned −Qrandke ∥∥ and∥∥∥Qunpruned −Qimpke ∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥Qunpruned −QDPPke ∥∥. This is why the blocks in the Q matrix are the
brightest in case of importance pruning. Hence, importance edge pruning performs the best without
reweighting, which is also consistent with the performance in real data (Figure 7). However, for real
data, after reweighting, dpp edge pruning can recover enough amount of lost information that allows
it to outperform all the other pruning methods discussed.
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Figure 7: (A-B) Comparing different pruning methods on MNIST (A) and CIFAR10 (B) dataset
without reweighting. The horizontal axis represents the percentage of remaining parameters in 1st
layer after pruning. The vertical axis shows corresponding test error. It can be seen that when
reweighting is not applied, importance edge pruning performs the best in both the datasets. This result
is consistent with the teacher student framework. However, after reweighting, DPP edge pruning beats
all the pruning methods considered. This happens because, in the case of importance pruning, the
greedy process of choosing the edges does not keep much room for improvement, whereas choosing
the edges using DPP keeps enough space for improvement after reweighting. This shows the novelty
of both DPP methods as well as the reweighting procedure.
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